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March 25, 2020 

TOM Corona Response  
Strategy and Needs 

Extreme Sense of Urgency: Implementing Plan C as of April 1 

The Corona Crisis is our generational challenge. It is a tsunami that will test our societies to their 
limits as healthcare, welfare, food security and social safety nets will be strained to exhaustion.  

In a national crisis, government top-down intervention is ‘Plan A’, and mobilizing corporations to 
fill in gaps is ‘Plan B’. Both are happening, but may fall short in the face of an exponential 
challenge like the Coronavirus. Indeed, in some places they are already insufficient (see NYT).  

In response, as Dale Dougherty and Victor Hwang framed it, “we need a backup to the 
backup.” This is “Plan C”: a broad grass-roots mobilization of leaders and activists who can 
operate a 3D printer to design and manufacture Corona solutions and thereby ensure that no 
community is left behind.  

Against this backdrop, TOM pivoted its activities. TOM is mobilizing to play a central role in 
Plan C in the USA, Israel and around the world, sprinting to be ready by April 1, while 
building capacities for the longer-term.  

Needs: 

TOM team members are ‘all-in’, working 16-hour days to lead in the implementation of Plan C. 
Our focus is on last-mile development and documentation making sure solutions are ready 
to be distributed and that our TOM Communities, particularly in the USA and Israel, have the 
‘Maker Army’ to deliver them to the users. Our estimated cost of operation is:   

• $100,000 / month.  

• $125,000 is the missing budget for Impact Labs operating as ‘essential facility’ 

TOM’s Unique Value Proposition 

The unique assets TOM brings to the Corona response are: 

• The TOM Playbook for end-to-end innovation and for distribution of solutions 

• Our world-wide web of communities, and particularly our TOM Communities in Tel-Aviv, 
New York, Melbourne, Belgrade, Santiago, Miami and Mexico, as well as our TOM 
Fellows on campuses  

• The TOM web-platform (here) which houses solutions and communities 

• Our focus on open-source and distributed manufacturing 

A Global Jewish Response 

TOM is emerging as a leading nonprofit global Jewish response to the Corona Crisis, which 
connects Israel and Jewish communities around the world toward making a significant 
contribution in this fight.   

https://www.nytimes.com/video/us/100000007046207/coronavirus-innovative-equipment.html?referringSource=articleShare
https://makezine.com/2020/03/22/whats-plan-c-for-covid-19/
https://tomglobal.org/project?id=5e731a4294711e10b13ebe44
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A 5-point strategy: 

In order to have a most efficient and effective response, our 5-point strategy is: 

• Local Corona-Response Teams: TOM Communities are launching small independent 
top-skill teams of volunteers who focus on: (1) last-mile development; (2) documentation 
of existing solutions; (3) dissemination of products. First CR-Teams are already deployed. 

• Special last-mile task-forces (here): There are hundreds of unfinished products on line. 
The focus of TOM is on final development, proper documentation, distribution-readiness 
and actual distribution. 

• Bank of Corona Solutions: We are turning our website into a repository of ready or near-
ready Corona solutions which are properly documented for others to use.  

• Impact Labs was declared an ‘essential facility’ in Israel due to its critical contribution 
to advanced testing processes and to manufacturing ventilators. Supporting their work is 
a top priority for TOM.  

• A Maker Army / Thought Leadership: We are working with urgency to call for broad 
mobilization of makers across the USA and Israel. We issued a call for action to campus 
leaderships and to the ‘maker army’ and are now focused on broadcasting them.  

An Example: Protective Masks connecting TOM Israel, Chile, Belgrate and FIU 

Protective gear for medical teams is one of the most urgent and acute needs. In response: 

• A nose and mouth mask (Link): TOM: Santiago (Chile) suggested a prototype of a virus-
protecting, multiuse (washable), affordable mask that covers nose and mouth. This 
prototype is being co-developed with TOM Israel, and is already being used in Chile.  

• Full face cover (link): TOM: Belgrade (Serbia) suggested another prototype that protects 
the eyes and entire face, which was further developed with TOM: FIU (Florida International 
University in Miami Beach). TOM: FIU announced that they will use their makerspace to 
deliver 1,000 units to medical teams in Miami. 

Synergy With TOM’s Long-Term Plan 

The pre-crisis goals of TOM for 2021 focused on: (1) expansion of the TOM@University model; 
(2) Upgrading the portfolio of products on the TOM Website; (3) Modeling and scaling the 
dissemination of TOM Solutions; and (4) Development of key missing elements of the TOM 
Website, particularly in support of dissemination.  

To the extent possible, we design TOM’s Corona response to be synergetic with these goals: 
we have a primary focus on campus communities; we are creating a portfolio of products; and we 
are building capacities for dissemination.   

 

End. 

https://tomglobal.org/community?id=5e73198894711e10b13ebe3b
https://tomglobal.org/project?id=5e772392700d243bd850dfb2
https://tomglobal.org/project?id=5e78d405700d243bd850dfd7

